
Modern and Efficient on a Budget
A three-bedroom 
house in a cold 
climate  challenges 
conventions 
with SIP wall 
construction, a 
unique floor plan,  
and a flat roof

BY JUSTIN R. WOLF
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The neighborhood of Camden in North Minneapolis is typi-
cal of residential developments that arose in the early to mid 
20th century. It’s platted on a standard grid with sidewalks 
and comfortable setbacks, lots measure approximately 45 ft. 

across, and hundreds of shingled two- and three-bedroom houses fea-
ture little more than 1200 sq. ft. of living space. It’s quaint, close-knit, 
and affordable. 

Another defining characteristic of the area is curb appeal. Along the 
tree-lined N. James Avenue, a modern but decidedly modest home, 
clad in corrugated metal and vertical bands of cypress, now occupies 
Lot 2 of the street’s southernmost block. Its form is spare and simple, 
like a primed canvas. The hard lines, flat roof, and geometric con-
figuration of windows and exterior cladding fit the minimal to non-
existent topography of this part of town. Its facade is indeed striking, 
leaving no speculation as to what century it belongs to, but the house’s 
material palette, height, and siting don’t stray far from the neighbor-
hood’s overall look and feel. Even so, passersby will quickly discern 
that this design was an unconventional choice.

According to the home’s owner, Kim Wieting, there were no “nega-
tive vibes” among her neighbors when the house was going up. “The 
vast majority of responses were positive,” she says. “Everybody was 
happy that something was getting built.”

Prior to 2018, the lot had been sitting empty for several years in this 
racially and ethnically diverse part of the city. Wieting, a long-time 
resident of South Minneapolis (a much trendier part of town where 
the cost of land can be as much as one’s mortgage), was on the hunt 
for a developable lot that was close to her place of work just across 
the Mississippi River and wouldn’t break the bank. There was some-
thing “fortuitous” about this lot, notes Christian Dean, founder of 
Christian Dean Architecture, the home’s designer. For starters, the 
property’s rear view looks directly out onto an expansive retention 
pond, trails, and prairie grasses that hum with activity in the warmer 
months and provide a nice bit of privacy. The lot itself, which came 
flat as a pancake, also presented both owner and designer with the 
opportunity to try out some progressive approaches to construction 
and home efficiency —including a slab-on-grade foundation and the 
use of structural insulated panels (SIPs)—while keeping to a modest 
budget. “The opportunity to build arose, and my father was looking 
for his next project,” says Wieting.

Wieting’s father, Mel, had previously lived in (and helped build) a 
nearly 3000-sq.-ft. sustainable infill home for him and his wife, also 
designed by Christian Dean, on a hillside in the city’s Linden Hills sec-
tion. It features a Thermomass concrete foundation, SIPs, solar pan-
els, and responsibly sourced finishes. Father and daughter set out to  
accomplish something similar in North Minneapolis, only pared down.

Mel served as general contractor for the project through his com-
pany Metro Contractors. Having established interdependent goals of 
affordability and energy efficiency, he refers to this house as a “roll up 
your sleeves, figure it out, and do it” kind of effort. Indeed, achieving 
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high performance on a budget—the home 
was built for less than $200 per sq. ft.— 
remains largely a contradiction in terms 
in most contexts. Mel cites the difficulty in 
obtaining competitive and affordable quotes 
from electricians, plumbers, and HVAC con-
tractors due to their unfamiliarity in navigat-
ing homes framed with SIPs. Those who are 
unversed might, for instance, improperly 
route wiring or pipes that results in foam 
getting removed, compromising the energy 
efficiency of the panels. The choice to par-
tially clad the house in corrugated metal also 
raised a red flag with local zoning inspectors.

Alternative ways to meet code
Despite its durability, longevity, and low cost, 
corrugated metal is not an approved exterior 
building material in the city’s design section 
of its code for residential infill. (Masonry, 
brick, stone, stucco, wood, cement-based 
siding, and glass are all approved.) It takes 
a little education for contractors to real-
ize that this raw and inexpensive material 
is easy to work with and can be installed 
quickly, Dean says. Design elements in the 
code are based on an accrued point system 
for different components, so the presence of 
an unapproved cladding system meant that 
points would have to be earned elsewhere to 
comply with the city’s zoning ordinance. The 
answer was literally at their feet.

Not constructing a basement (basements 
are common in tornado-prone Minne-
sota) and siting the house at grade level on 
a 4-in. concrete slab meant that construc-
tion costs were lessened. This allowed the 
home to meet accessibility requirements as 
well, including a ground-level entrance and 
bathroom, and accessible interior doorways. 
The points earned through these means 
brought the house up to the required points 
needed overall and freed up Metro Contrac-
tors to clad the structure to their liking. The 
resulting composition is textural and warm 
without being overbearing. Roughly three-
quarters of the home’s street-facing facade 
is composed of  7⁄8-in. corrugated metal pan-
els, supplied by Minneapolis-based McElroy 
Metal. This abruptly transitions to alternat-
ing blocks of metal and 1x6 vertical shiplap 
cypress siding, provided by Austin, Texas-
based Jimmy’s Cypress, that’s been coated 
with a cool-gray pine tar. 

The home is an intricate mix of choices that 
consider design and efficiency at once. But 
what is hidden beneath the surface?

Navigating SIPs and a flat roof
SIPs were of interest because “there’s a lot 
of control and predictability” to them, says 
Dean. Usually composed of a layer of EPS 
(expanded polystyrene), XPS (extruded poly-
styrene), or polyurethane foam sandwiched 
between oriented strand board (OSB) pan-
els, SIPs are preferred by many builders 
and homeowners because they provide 
higher R-values for walls, floors, and roofs. 
They are also manufactured to spec under 
factory- controlled conditions, which results 
in a streamlined installation process that also 
saves on waste and labor costs. But a com-

mon complaint about SIPs is that they dete-
riorate due to moisture retention. 

“We addressed some of the horror stories 
people associate with structural insulated 
panels,” Mel says. In an effort to prevent 
moist interior air from migrating through the 
SIP seams, Mel and the build team air-sealed 
all interior seams with tape. Mel also knew 
how to preplan the home’s electrical wiring 
to ensure the panels were well- protected 
and air-sealed. Typical wood-framed houses 
with standard- grade foam or fiberglass insu-
lation are easier for electricians and plumb-
ers to navigate. Without proper planning to 

Or, performance-minded builders prevent moist interior 
air from entering SIPS where it can condense and cause 
rot by also sealing interior seams with tape
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ensure tight sealing, contractors may need to 
remove foam from the SIPs to course cor-
rect. This not only compromises the panels’ 
airtightness but their structural integrity as 
well. HVAC poses another potential prob-
lem spot—because SIPs are hyper- efficient 
and allow for lower levels of air infiltration, 
it was important to right-size the project’s 
HVAC system to ensure compatibility.  

On this project, Mel used 61⁄2-in. prefab-
ricated SIP walls, supplied by Iowa-based 
Energy Panel Structures. When the house 
was being framed, Mel recalls, the standard 
polyethylene housewrap most contractors 

use was discarded in place of VaproShield’s 
WrapShield SA, a self-adhering membrane 
that offers better protection and vapor per-
meability to allow any moisture that does 
find its way into the SIPs a better chance 
to dry.  

Up top, the flat roof that extends over the 
house’s main living areas (the garage bays 
are supported with SIP roof panels) com-
prises a system of trusses reinforced with 
spray-foam insulation, plywood sheath-
ing, and a thin finish of EPDM (ethylene 
propylene diene monomer), a durable and 
self-adhered synthetic rubber membrane —

from Oregon- based Ames Research Labo-
ratories—typically used on large warehouses 
that Mel personally applied with paint roll-
ers. Still, even with its commercial-grade 
membrane, the presence of a flat roof in 
Minnesota’s harsh winter climate may 
raise a few eyebrows. (The Twin Cities 
received 89.7 in. of snowfall for the 2022 to 
2023 winter season, the third snowiest on 
record.) But such numbers didn’t deter the  
home’s designer. 

Perhaps surprising to some, flat roofs can 
perform really well in cold climates. Because 
flat roofs don’t have additional attic space, 

A SPLIT SITE PLAN
Like other houses in this area, this site plan directs 
parking away from the street front. To avoid sacrificing 
views from both levels for the sake of parking, the 
garage was split into two separate bays with a courtyard 
in the middle . This also created an opportunity for an 
outdoor deck on the second level, which makes use of 
the top of one of the garages. While the metal siding of 
most garages make them feel separate from a house, 
the cladding of these two bays matches the overall 
theme of the house for an integrated look.

SPECS
Bedrooms: 3   Bathrooms: 3

Size: house, 1726 sq. ft.; garages,  
586 sq. ft. 

Cost: $175 per sq. ft.

Completed: 2019

Location: Minneapolis

Architect: Christian Dean Architecture

Builder: Metro Contractors

Or, performance-minded builders prevent moist interior 
air from entering SIPS where it can condense and cause 
rot by also sealing interior seams with tape
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the insulation sits right at the sheathing and 
creates a “hot roof” that keeps the home 
warm and the snow cold. “The snow just 
sits up there very happily and doesn’t inter-
face with the interior environment at all,” 
Dean says.

Accommodating a car, differently
A big part of the appeal of neighborhoods 
like Camden and other inner-ring suburbs 
that were built out in the post-World War II 
boom years is their walkability. Ample side-
walks line both sides of each tree-lined street 
and meet private walkways that lead to each 
home’s front door. This kind of intimate and 
scalable urban planning has gained renewed 
interest in recent years, owing to concerns 
about consumption and associated environ-
mental impacts. People also just want to 
know their neighbors and be able to walk 
down the street without peering over their 
shoulder for oncoming traffic. Cars, how-
ever, remain part of the equation.

Garages don’t front homes in this section of 
town. Instead, cars are relegated to on-street 
parking, or, for some lucky homeowners, 
they access rear-facing garages via alleyways 
that cut between residential blocks. The 
Wieting house benefits from one such alley. 
But designing the home with a standard 
two-car garage would have consumed an 
oversized portion of the 2312 sq. ft. of gross 
house area. (The living area is 1726 sq. ft.) 
It also would have compromised the home’s 
rear-facing vantage toward the pond and 
prairied landscape that lie just beyond the 
alley. It was the alley, however, that allowed 
Dean to get creative with how to access the 
house in a car without undermining the 
home’s aesthetic charm. 

“We split them,” Dean says. Two indi-
vidual garage bays—one clad in corrugated 
metal and the other in cypress—adorn either 
side of the home’s rear face, lending the 
building its distinct “U” shape and effectively 
creating a compact courtyard house with a 
long view of the pond. The bay on the prop-
erty’s south end, accessible via a driveway 
that diverges from the main one and cuts 
diagonally through the courtyard, acts as a 
flex space that Wieting can use for storage or 
convert into a studio.

Interior organization
This “U” configuration also allowed for 
a more balanced interior organization. In 
fact, for a relatively modest amount of living 

space, the home’s interior feels voluminous. 
Once past the foyer, the ground floor’s open 
concept features a lower-level bedroom and 
bath that meet accessibility requirements, a 
small dining area, and an adjoining kitchen 
designed by DOM Interiors, which Wiet-
ing purchased as a display model at Minne-
apolis’s famed International Market Square. 
The centralized living space, which empties 
into the courtyard, is double height at 18 ft. 
9 in., with west-facing windows extending 
the full vertical bandwidth of the interior 
and flooding the home with natural light. 
Overlooking the atrium is an interior bal-

cony that connects the second floor’s two 
bedrooms on either side; Wieting’s primary 
bedroom on the north end also boasts a 
walkout that extends over the garage bay 
and an exterior staircase that connects to  
the courtyard.

Every square foot of space is maximized 
to its fullest potential in the Wieting house, 
and this extends to the home’s energy needs 
as well. The utility room, tucked away in 
the bonus garage, is tiny, with a Bosch-
brand electric tankless water heater. When 
the home’s design was coming together, 
Mel admits that he was keen on installing 

FUTURE  
FLEXIBILITY
Splitting the garage into 
two unique bays results in a 
floor plan that can be later 
adapted to create separate 
units, made easier by the 
bathrooms situated on both 
ends of the house. Currently, 
the entrance leads to a bright 
and airy main room that rests 
between the two wings and 
transitions effortlessly to the 
outdoor space beyond. The 
metal and wood encountered 
on the outside of the home 
are echoed in the interior 
details, as seen in the metal 
railing and wood-paneled 
stair and nook. The floor plan 
achieves a living experience 
that can be both secluded 
and open; functional now and 
changeable later.  
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a ductless minisplit system; all electric, no 
natural gas. Installing a furnace and a stan-
dard forced-air system, however, became 
necessary and, in retrospect, the result of bad 
timing. Since Wieting moved in, in the fall 
of 2019, Minnesota (as well as select HVAC 
contractors) has made headway in mak-
ing it easier for homeowners to weather-
ize their homes and electrify their heating 
and cooling sources. A system conversion 
is certainly possible and would prove an  
easy feat.

In the meantime, Wieting can take comfort 
in the fact that her home is as airtight and 

efficient as they come. The use of properly 
installed SIPs prevents air leakage, and the 
rear-facing windows enable passive heating. 
Even in the dregs of Minnesota’s winters, the 
furnace isn’t working too hard. 

Dean refers to this house as “the least 
expensive modern home” he’s ever designed. 
Of course, choosing to build a million-plus-
dollar house in North Minneapolis—on 
average a lower-income part of the city 
not nearly as sought after by developers as 
other pockets—would have been rife with 
controversy, and rightfully so. Keeping the 
house at comfortably affordable levels was 

extremely important. So was keeping a rela-
tively light footprint and designing for flex-
ibility. The home currently works well for 
Wieting, but it could do likewise for a family  
of five.

“We wanted the house to have resell value,” 
she says. “It wasn’t just built for me.” □

Justin R. Wolf is a Minnesota-based 
writer who covers energy and climate 
policy, green building trends, and regen-
erative design. He is a regular contribu-
tor to Green Building Advisor. Photos by 
Chad Holder.
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